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There are many interesting things in the world. But 
what can be compared to the beautiful and mysterious 
Ocean-planet? 
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There are always 
things to do 
in this life.



For example, you can swing 
on a swing,



…begin to do fitness,



… and even have a go
at cardio ballet.



You can 
arrange your 
personal life



(they say that sometimes,  
it does not end in a bad way).



However, many true romantics 
think about the sea more than 
anything else and reach for it.



Those who do not have a ship 
walk on foot near it.



And those who have something sail, 
sometimes jumping with joy.



As for people 
who have 
neither sea 
nor ship, they 
sadly sit on 
the shore and 
save money 
for all this.



And here, 
a quite  
logical 

question 
appears:



…what is so special
they find in this sea?



Why don’t other doors in this life  
attract them as much?



The answer here is simple.  
The Ocean is often compared  

to a large, little-studied planet.



And, as you  
know, all  
the planets…



…possess strong gravitation.



Therefore, the influence of the Ocean 
is felt even far away from it.



It penetrates the homes  
of sea lovers and reaches…



…the most secluded corners
of the land.



And it is not by accident,



…the Ocean always has
something to show people.



Over the centuries, the Ocean  
has inspired various sculptors,



...abstractionists,



...architects,



…and others.



There are  
a great deal  
of surprises  
that the Ocean  
prepares  
for those ...



...who dare  
to touch it 

deeper!



However, only 
the Ocean itself 
knows about 
this in detail…



…and those, who are trustingly
immersed into it...
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There are many interesting 
things in the world. 

But what can be compared  
to the beautiful and mysterious 

Ocean-planet?




